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Red Eyed Tree Frog Scholastic Bookshelf
Meet the Pikwik Pack in this storybook based on the adorable preschool show on Disney Jr! Brought to you by the producers of PAW Patrol, Justin Time, and Abby Hatcher! Pikwik Pack is a new show on Disney
Jr. starring Suki, Axel, Hazel, and Tibor, a fun group of animal friends who deliver surprise packages to the citizens of their town. When Wally Mammoth gets stuck on an iceberg in the Freezy Frozen
North, it's up to the Pikwik Pack to deliver just the package to help him. But when Wally's iceburg keeps drifting away, the team will need to work together and go with the flow to make their way to him.
This storybook comes with a sheet of stickers and punch-out cards!
From New York Times-bestselling author Deborah Underwood comes Finding Kindness, a heartfelt picture book illustrated by Irene Chan. Celebrate kindness in all its many forms. This is a powerful story of
community, compassion, and generosity of spirit—perfect for sharing! Kindness is sometimes a cup and a card, or a ladder, a truck, and a tree. A scritch and a cuddle. A rake and a yard.
Trouble ensues when Papa gets Miguel a turkey to fatten up for Thanksgiving and Miguel develops an attachment to it.
A father and child grow vegetables and then make them into a soup. On board pages.
Rap a Tap Tap
Penguin Day
Fantastic Frogs
How One Small Loan Made a Big Difference
Fantastic Frogs!
Read Along or Enhanced eBook: Get in the game and use clues on the clotheslines to identify a slew of sports. Catchy rhymes and visual cues introduce young readers to sports in this companion to
Clothesline Clues to Jobs People Do. The clues in each lively verse can be spotted hanging from the clotheslines. What athlete wears those items? Turn the page to discover the sport at hand—and the
athlete in full gear! From baseball and soccer, to fencing and archery, there's something for everyone—including a surprise ending. A perfect choice for reading aloud and encouraging kids to join in the
guessing and reveal. Andy Robert Davies's quirky illustrations build a separate story from the text. Close attention to the details will help young readers build their own storytelling skills and help
them make visual connections.
Duck is where the heart is ... A delicately simple story about togetherness.
Introduces fun facts about frogs and their bodies, habits, and life cycle.
Describes frogs, discussing their habitat, the difference between them and toads, physical characteristics, diet, different types, defenses, calls, and life cycle, and includes close-up photographs of an
array of diverse frogs.
Comprehension-Boosting Reproducibles for 50 Favorite Picture Books That Guide Children to Stop and Think as They Read
Tree Frogs
Dot the Fire Dog
A Dot in the Snow
One Hen
Some snakes are more dangerous than others. Those that have venom, or poison, can kill their prey with just one bite! Now even the youngest readers can join Sibert Medal-winning photographer and biologist Nic Bishop as he
takes a closer look at the world's most amazing animals! In this book, Nic introduces fun facts about snakes and their bodies, habits, and life cycle. This adaptation of the award-winning picture book has accessible Level
2 text that is perfect for beginners and eye-catching photographs that will delight naturalists of all ages. This reader includes a brief author's note, glossary, and photo index.
In illustrations and rhyme describes the dancing of Bill "Bojangles" Robinson, one of the most famous tap dancers of all time.
The colors of most tree frogs help them blend in with their surroundings. But when startled, some tree frogs shock predators with their brightly colored eyes. Beginning readers will be surprised by other cool facts about
tree frogs in this eye-catching title.
"Discover red-eyed tree frogs in this carefully crafted text. Colorful photographs will capture readers' imaginations while critical thinking questions and a photo glossary teach them the basics of reading nonfiction"-Joey: A Baby Koala and His Mother
Cat Kid Comic Club: Perspectives: A Graphic Novel (Cat Kid Comic Club #2): From the Creator of Dog Man
Suki Goes with the Flow (Pikwik Pack Storybook)
Cookie's Week
Snakes (Scholastic Reader, Level 2)

Join photographer and biologist Nic Bishop as he takes a closer look at frogs. Now even the youngest readers can join Sibert Medal-winning photographer and biologist Nic Bishop as he takes a closer look at the world's most amazing animals. In this book, adapted from his award-winning hardcover, Nic introduces
fun facts about frogs and their bodies, habits, and life cycle. The simple, easy-to-read Level 2 text is perfect for beginners, and the eye-catching photographs will delight naturalists of all ages. This reader includes a brief author's note, glossary, and accessible visual index.
Read Along or Enhanced eBook: Who wears oven mitts, an apron, and a puffy hat? Who uses safety glasses and a saw? Clothes and special gear associated with an array of different professions appear on a clothesline, with an accompanying four line stanza asking the reader to guess what job that person does. Turn the
page, and the worker wearing and using the featured items is revealed.
Introduces the growth, food, habitats, colors, and shapes of different kinds of frogs
Follow the adventures of a red-eyed tree frog named Flippidy.
Hammerhead Shark
Clifford's Thanksgiving Visit
If I Had a Raptor
Reading Response Road Maps
Duck
A poem to celebrate the African American poet, Langston Hughes, born on February 1, 1902.
Comprehension-Boosting Reproducibles for 50 Favorite Picture Books That Guide Children to Stop and Think as They Read
A loving, hand-in-hand journey of togetherness and companionship! "Your hand in my handis where it belongs.Your hand in my handas we walk along."Come on a loving journey through the year and share the wonder of the world with your
loved one. YOUR HAND IN MY HAND focuses on the warm spirit of togetherness and companionship.Mark Sperring's delightful read-aloud text is complemented by Britta Teckentrup's bold, beautiful illustrations! YOUR HAND IN MY HAND is
perfect for parents to read to young children.
Spend the day with a little rockhopper penguin as it hops, swims, eats, and snuggles with its parents -- just like you do! Rockhopper penguins live by the sea, but in many ways their families are just like ours. Penguin parents take good care of
their children. Mama penguin fishes for food, while papa stays home and watches the baby. But even little ones get tired of waiting for breakfast, and sometimes they wander off... Luckily, penguin parents always save the day!Sibert Medalist
and naturalist Nic Bishop has traveled around the globe to photograph animals of all shapes and sizes. Following in the vein of his bestselling, award-winning book Red-Eyed Tree Frog, now Nic takes a close-up look at caring, and sometimes
comical, penguin families.
Red-Eyed Tree Frog
Finding Kindness
Here's Bojangles Think of That!
It's a Red-Eyed Tree Frog!
Every Day Birds

Inspired by true events, One Hen tells the story of Kojo, a boy from Ghana who turns a small loan into a thriving farm and a livelihood for many.
Introduces early readers to the turkey vulture through a review of how they find their meals as soaring scavengers and the important part they play as a member of nature's clean-up crew.
Dot the fire dog accompanies the firefighters from the fire station as they respond to a call.
This frog, found in the rain forest of Central America, spends the night searching for food, while also being careful not to become dinner for some other animal.
Just My Friend and Me
Scholastic Reader Level 2: Frogs
Vulture View
Clothesline Clues to Sports People Play
Clothesline Clues to Jobs People Do
Introduces various types of animals that lay eggs or have young that are born alive, and discusses the early parts of the life cycles of rabbits, butterflies, frogs, kangaroos and koalas, sharks, chickens, bees, fish, horses, dogs, and birds.
"Lets' take an up-close look at the body"--Cover.
Discover how different animals with the same name can be! Did you know that there are a lot of animals with the same name that live in very different environments? This brand NEW series will have full-color photographs throughout with short blocks of text
to entertain and explain how some animals like it hot and others like the colder the better!
"Explains to young readers how to tell the difference between frogs and toads"--Provided by publisher.
Red-Eyed Tree Frog or Wood Frog (Hot and Cold Animals)
See Me Grow
Your Hand in My Hand
Read Along or Enhanced eBook
An Up-Close Look at the Body
Cookie the cat gets into a different kind of mischief every day of the week.
It's an exciting morning for Joey the baby koala in this beautifully photographed book from award-winning author Nic Bishop. High above the ground, in the shade of a eucalyptus tree, Joey the baby koala wakes up hungry! Crawling over his sleeping mom, Joey goes exploring... only to find that his
mother's arms is where he's supposed to be after all.In this book featuring simple text and stunning photographs of a rare interaction between a koala and her little one, award-winning author-photographer Nic Bishop brings nature to life for the youngest children. Perfect for laptime reading, this visual
treat in the style of Bishop's acclaimed Red-Eyed Tree Frog includes fun facts about koalas and their habitat.
How do frogs' bodies work? How do frogs behave, and why are they so important to our global ecosystem? All of these questions and more will be answered for budding herpetologists.
In a lively guessing game format, find out why the feet of tree frogs, and those of eight other animals, are perfectly adapted to their habitats. Illustrated with brightly detailed paintings, this simple, informative text will have children looking at feet in a whole new way.
Frogs (Scholastic Reader, Level 2: Nic Bishop #4)
Growing Vegetable Soup
Visiting Langston
A Day in the Life of Flippidy Frog
Gracias, the Thanksgiving Turkey
Ronnie, a red-eyed tree frog from the rain forest, consults the Great Wise Toad in his effort to save his home from greedy people seeking to exploit it for profit.
A little polar bear, Miki, wanders away while his mother is diving for fish. He sees a dot in the snow and rushes towards it. Readers discover that the dot is a little girl. But Miki has never seen a human before and the little girl has never seen a polar bear. They discover more about eachother as they
play in the snow but then the perils of the polar landscape impel Miki to take the little girl home before undertaking the long journey to find his own mother. Although one is a polar bear and one is a little girl, Miki and Dot share a common experience: they are both separated from their mothers when
they meet. Their bond of friendship gives them the strength to support each other during the course of a day that will last with them both forever. This is amoving and poignant story set in a changing and challenging polar landscape, perfect for the Christmas season. It wraps up important themes
about empathy, kindness, and courage. The story is both simply told and affecting. The gorgeous snowscapes, full of real atmosphere, are created withprintmaking techniques by debut illustrator Fiona Woodcock.
Young readers get an introduction to twenty different types of birds, with breathtaking paper-cuts by newcomer Dylan Metrano! "Chickadee wears a wee black cap. Jay is loud and bold. Nuthatch perches upside-down. Finch is clothed in gold." Young readers are fascinated with birds in their world.
Every Day Birds helps children identify and learn about common birds. After reading Every Day Birds, families can look out their windows with curiosity--recognizing birds and nests and celebrating the beauty of these creatures! Every Day Birds focuses on twenty North American birds, with a poem
and descriptions written by Amy Ludwig VanDerwater and beautiful paper-cuttings by first-time picture book illustrator Dylan Metrano. Interesting facts about each bird are featured in the back of the book.
A spunky little girl imagines how wonderful it would be to have a pet baby raptor with whom she could cuddle, stalk dust bunnies and play all kinds of games. By the best-selling creator of the Olympians series.
How Do You Know?
Who Has These Feet?
Frogs
Frog or Toad?
Journey of the Red-eyed Tree Frog
Cat Kid Comic Club is back in session in this groundbreaking graphic novel narrative by Dav Pilkey, the worldwide bestselling and award-winning author and illustrator of Dog Man. Flippy, Molly, Li'l Petey, and twenty-one baby frogs each have something to say. Naomi and Melvin don't see eye to eye and Poppy perceives the
world differently than her siblings. Will the baby frogs figure out how to work together and appreciate one another's point of view -- both inside and outside the classroom? The shenanigans are nonstop and the baby frogs' minicomics are funny and full of heart. Creating stories within a story, author and illustrator Dav Pilkey uses
a variety of techniques -- including acrylic paints, colored pencils, Japanese calligraphy, photography, collage, gouache, watercolors, and much more -- to portray each frog's perspective. The kaleidoscope of art styles, paired with Pilkey's trademark storytelling and humor, fosters creativity, collaboration, independence, and
empathy. Readers of all ages will relish this joyful graphic novel adventure.
Though playing with a friend can be a great deal of fun, it's good to be alone sometimes too.
Describes how the tree frog spends the night searching for food while also being careful not to become dinner for some other animal in the rain forest of Central America.
Read all about Clifford's BIG ideas! Classic Clifford reissued! It only takes a little to BE BIG! It's Thanksgiving, and Emily Elizabeth's family is going to visit her grandparents. Clifford decides to go see his mom, who lives in the city. After the Thanksgiving meal, Emily Elizabeth and Clifford both rush home--thankful for each
other! The BE BIG campaign invites everyone, big and small, to take action and raise awareness for how CLIFFORD'S BIG IDEAS can make the world a better place.
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